Notes/Instructions:

1. CABLE DISTANCE DEPENDENCE ON WIRE GAUGE DATA RATE, AND HOST BOARD DRIVER CAPABILITIES.
2. MATERIALS:
   BLACK SHELLS: ZINC DIE CAST WITH BRIGHT NICKEL PLATING
   DE-LATCH: STAINLESS STEEL WITH OVER MOLDED NYLON
   SCREW: STAINLESS STEEL
   CABL: SOLID SILVER PLATED COPPER, 2 INDIVIDUAL SHIELDED PAIRS WITH 8 SHIELDED OVERALL. (JACKET COLOR: BLACK)
   PCB: ROGERS, 6 LAYERS, (AC COUPLING)
3. IMPEDENCE-100 OHMS DIFFERENTIAL
4. TWO-WIRE SERIAL MEMORY, EEPROM(256BYTES), DIGITAL MONITORING & CONTROL FUNCTION AND MEMORY PAGE NOT SUPPORTED.
5. THIS PRODUCT MEETS THE RESTRICTION OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES IN ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC REQUIREMENTS (ROHS)
6. COMPLIANT TO INDUSTRY STANDARDS: SFP-8679
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